MANIFESTO

I, SHRUTI JAIN (15D070041), if elected as Dance Secretary of H10, will put my best efforts to promote dance culture in our hostel and support the entire hostel council to the best of my abilities. I propose to do the following:-

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER
- Extend my support to the fullest for all the events like Hostel fest, PAF, Valedictory function etc.
- Will be in complete co-ordination with the council and make an efficient team for all the hostel events.
- Will maintain a database of dancers of different genres from our hostel.

INITIATIVES AND FOLLOW UPS
- Publicising events through Flash Mob.
- Jamming within the hostel of various dance forms.
- Will maintain the inventory of the dance room (costumes, makeup and first aid kit).
- Organise dance games in hostel fest and tea parties.

GYRATIONS
- Theme meets will be conducted in a way that every individual’s opinion is considered and everything goes well according to an ideal timeline.
- Will try my best to maintain the punctuality of performers so that time is not wasted during the practice hours and manage the slots in best way I can.
- Will co-ordinate with other council members for various aspects of gyrations like prod, costume, forging of track etc.
- Will be honest and responsible in budget management.
- Will arrange refreshments for the participants.
- Will try to maintain interactive thread on google groups.

SOPHIE DANCE LEAGUE
- Will ensure maximum participation of sophomores in SDL.
- Will make sure that participants are punctual and practices are held efficiently.

PAF
- Will assure my fullest co-ordination with the PAF council members and dance-in-charge.
- Will ensure maximum participation from the hostel.

CREDENTIALS
- Participated in dance in PAF 2015-16 (Diara).
- Participated in film making competition in freshiezza.
- Worked as an organiser in E-Summit.